A general theoretical framework to infer endosomal network dynamics from quantitative image analysis.
Endocytosis allows the import and distribution of cargo into a series of endosomes with distinct morphological and biochemical characteristics. Our current understanding of endocytic cargo trafficking is based on the kinetics of net cargo transport between endosomal compartments without considering individual endosomes. However, endosomes form a dynamic network of membranes undergoing fusion and fission, thereby continuously exchanging and redistributing cargo. The macroscopic kinetic properties, i.e., the properties of the endosomal network as a whole, result from the collective behaviors of many individual endosomes, a problem so far largely unaddressed. Here, we developed a general theoretical framework to describe the dynamics of cargo distributions in the endosomal network. We combined the theory with quantitative experiments to study how the macroscopic kinetic properties of the endosomal network emerge from microscopic processes at the level of individual endosomes. We compared our theory predictions to experimental data in which dynamic distributions of endocytosed low-density lipoprotein (LDL) were quantified. Our theory can quantitatively describe the observed cargo distributions as a function of time. Remarkably, the theory allows determining microscopic kinetic parameters such as the fusion rate between endosomes from still images of cargo distributions at different times of internalization. We show that this method is robust and sensitive because cargo distributions result from an average over many stochastic events in many cells. Our results provide theoretical and experimental support to the "funnel model" of endosome progression and suggest that the conversion of early to late endosomes is the major mode of LDL trafficking.